
                 WILDERNESS TREK VII
                                               August 2013
      It was a blustery, damp morning as we loaded backpacks and sleepy bodies into 
our two vehicles.  The oversized tarp should keep our packs clean and dry for the 4 
hour drive ahead of us.  Eight of us were headed into the high country near Packwood, 
Washington.  Stopping along the way for a quick breakfast sandwich, we endured 
falling rain for much of our drive.  Our scheduled departure time of 0515 was a little 
early for some of our kids, who soon fell asleep in the van.  
     We arrived at Snowgrass Trail 96 trailhead at the edge of the Goat Rocks 
Wilderness, near Chambers Lake.  Our expected destination would be a familiar 
campsite at the intersection of the Pacific Crest Trail and Bypass Trail 96A, 5-
1/2 miles into the heart of The Goat Rocks.  
     Our crew of eight souls had dwindled down from an original sign-up of 16. 
 Wilderness regulations allow groups of not more than 12 heartbeats. Instead of 
having to pare down to 12, we were actually looking for others who might be 
interested in coming along. We have always had a few drop out before we left the 
parking lot, so we were used to this kind of thing. But we may pick up two more 
adults on Saturday, who just want to come up and see the mountains.
     Our team consisted of 4 teen boys and 4 team leaders.  Jake was our youngest 
and newest leader and a recent husband to Alyssa, my grand-daughter-of-the-
heart, whom I have known since she was 5 years old.  Greg, our retiring Youth 
Minister, who loves the outdoors and always provides quality devotional and 
personal reflections time through scripture and journaling for the teens.  Josha, our 
right hand girl who takes the time to put together the devotional material and prints 
the booklets our group will use during our reflections time and devotionals.  She also 
plans our menu for evening meals and is instrumental in filling the appetites of this 
bunch of hungry hikers!  Then there’s me, Mike, one of the elders of our church and 
self-proclaimed Trail Codger who plans the logistics of our excursions.  With input 
from the leaders, I pick the trail, the campsites and time of departure. Having hiked 
these trails before, it's comforting to know what the area looks like, where to find 
good water and campsites to accommodate all of our tents. 



Parking our vehicles near the trail entrance, we pull our packs from beneath the tarp, 
displaying our Northwest Forest Pass on the dash and folding the tarp.  Packs on 
backs we take a group photo and share a prayer for safety, thanking God for this 
adventure.
     Stopping at the registration booth, we fill out a Trail Permit to register our group. 
 This lets the Forest Service know who, how many, and where, individuals and groups 
are going, in case of emergencies, like forest fires.  Permits also help the FS keep up 
with wilderness usage and helps them plan for the future use of the wilderness.  The 
FS also maintains the trails so they are usable.



     We begin at the Snowgrass Hiker Trail 96-A.  In 0.2 miles it connects with 
Snowgrass Trail 96.  Greg leads out and I pick up the rear to be the official 
“straggler” of our group.  At the 1.5 mile mark, we stop for a rest at the foot bridge 
that crosses Goat Creek.  We pull out food and Journals to document three 
expectations that we hope to get from this trek.  



     Taking up our packs, we begin our hike into the mountains, soon catching a view of 
the brown peaks dotted with snowfields near the area where we plan to make camp. 
 We often stop to catch our breath and rest a little; taking every advantage of photo 
opportunities,

while sampling wild Huckleberries and Salmonberries along the way.  We are in no 



hurry, as we all have varying levels of strength.  Greg and I, being the oldest, were 
worn out years ago!  However, we still manage to pull up enough reserve energy to 
keep going year after year.
     At the 4.5 mile mark, we pass the intersection of Bypass Trail 97-A that 
connects with the Pacific Crest Trail 2000 about a mile away.  Instead we remain on 
Trail 96.  In another a mile we intersect with Lily Basin Trail in the meadow called 
Snowgrass Flats.  Continuing on for another mile, we reached our desired campsite at 
the corner of Bypass Trail 96-A and the PCT, only to find it was occupied.  We 
settled for a less desirable campsite along 96-A, but adequate for our needs.  This is 
where we will remain for the next 3 nights.
     Today was Thursday, August 15.  This will be our first night.  We set up our tents 
and prepared an evening of relaxing and working from our Journals.  Josha prepared 
a hot meal of Mountain House Stroganoff and mashed potatoes.  Daniel broke out a 
bottle of cayenne pepper (for extra flavor) and we all sampled.  We were in our 
sleeping bags as darkness fell; tired and ready for rest.  No campfires tonight.

 
Friday, Day 2, there were no wake-up calls, or alarms, as we slept in as long as we 
wanted.  We were up at different times, but everyone by 0900.  We had hot water 
prepared for anyone who wanted to make a hot breakfast.  Greg and I made hot 
oatmeal, coffee and hot chocolate, as did some of the boys.  
     After breakfast, we scattered across the awesome hillside of wild flowers, buzzing 
bees gathering nectar from flowers and scenery stretching far down the valleys and 
across distant mountain ranges as far as Mt. Saint Helens to the West and Mt Adams 
to the South, as we read Scripture and spent time alone, journaling, reading and 
praying. 
     The high peaks of the Goat Rocks rose along the East to elevations above 8,000 
feet, barren and splashed with snowfields.  Behind us to the North, the terrain rose 
higher towards the mountain pass where the PCT crosses Old Snowy Mountain and 
heads towards Elk Pass, McCall Basin,  Heart Lake, White Pass and on to the 



Canadian border.  It was a perfect setting to spend time with God.  Later we 
reassembled in camp as Greg directed our discussion time. 

     We allowed today to be a day of free time for the kids, to do with as they wanted. 
 Exploring was an option.  I announced that I was heading to Cispus Pass,  south along 
the PCT.  After describing its beauty, the entire group decided it was a good idea, so 
we all donned our day packs with snacks and water and headed south. 

     My Garmin ETREX 30 GPS measured the distance to the far point of Cispus Pass, 
elevation 6473’ to be 3.75 miles from our campsite.  Along the way, we often 
stopped for photo opportunities of meadows, flowers and mountains.  



 
The hike was leisurely downhill through alpine forest and hillsides of rocks called talus 
slopes.  We spied a couple of Pikas and Marmots that live among the rocks.  

     Our first vista of Cispus Pass was on a rock outcropping about half a mile away.  It 
was fun to watch the boys take in the beauty of this pristine area.  After a few 
photos and some sitting time, we headed on down the trail to get a closer.  As we 
emerged from the trees, the full magnificence of this mountainside came fully into 
view.  



We all stared in wonder, watching every movement and every sound made by the 
mountain.  The ancient glaciers that clung to the side of the mountain provided 
nourishment for fields of colorful flowers.  The long, tumbling streams of glacier 
water is the headwater of the Cispus River that flows through the valley, across 
Washington towards the sea for a distance of 54 miles, gobbling up tributaries and 
streams along the way to become a rather large river.  This is where it begins!
     One such tributary was a rushing stream that fell from the mountains to our left, 
creating an inviting waterfall that flowed cross the trail as we headed towards the 
far side of the Bowl.  We stopped for photo ops and a little splash.  Some of the boys 
climbed the Basalt rocks to the top of the falls, only 



    to see more exploring 
opportunities farther up.  Flowers were in abundance around the bowl towards the 
headwaters of the Cispus River.  There were a few patches of snow still remaining 

from last winter’s storms.  



             
The boys counted 50 Wild Mountain Goats sprawled out on the above snowfields 
watching us.  Josh wanted to walk up higher on the mountainside and get a closer look 
at the Goats.  I told him it was okay and he gave me a huge grin!  

 

     A few in our group decided to sit and enjoy the view while some of us continued 
the trail upwards to the saddle on the ridge called Cispus Pass.  Greg and Lance were 
nursing a new blister on their feet and didn't feel like exploring too much. Josh was 
headed for the Goats while Jake was already heading for the pass!
     Now Mountain Goats are elusive creatures who prefer their solitude over people. 
 At least one large Billy is constantly on guard duty as the herd grazes on tender 
vegetation, or lazes around on the snowfields, keeping cool in the warm sun.  I 
suppose if I wore a thick, shaggy coat in August, thick enough to keep me warm in the 
winter’s biting cold, I might choose to sprawl out on a field of snow, too!  Those Billys 
would not allow the herd to be advanced upon by anything other than another big 
shaggy.  After all, they had babies to protect.  
     Josha, Daniel, Eric and I continued up the steep hillside along the PCT towards the 
Pass.  We stopped on a vista as Eric spied Josh heading closer towards the big herd of 



Goats.  

They began moving towards the north ridge as Josh made his way along the very 
steep mountainside.  The next thing we saw was the entire herd running uphill to get 
away from this stinky boy!  It was funny to watch.  Josh stopped because he knew he 
would never get any closer than he was now.  He soon headed back down to where 
Greg and the rest of the group were sitting.  In a few minutes, the herd moved back 
across the mountain to where they had been and resumed their original positions.  
     We continued towards the Pass, meeting up with Jake coming back down the trail. 
He had already been to the top and was returning.  We soon arrived at the signpost 
identifying this part of the trail as Cispus Pass.  



Josh, Daniel and Eric decided to do a side hike to the North and find a higher 
viewpoint.  

 
I opted to remain at the Pass and take a few photos towards the East.  This is the 
point where the PCT enters the Yakima Indian Reservation for a few miles as it winds 
its way South towards the border of Mexico, a little over 2300 miles from this 
point.  In a little while, an inviting trail that headed up the hillside to the South was 
calling my name, so I responded and soon found myself perched on the top near a 
large 

 

snowfield, looking deeper into the Yakima Reservation and getting a better view of 
my three compadres on the ridge towards the Northeast.
Deciding to head back down, I was soon joined by the trekkers three who also decided 
to head back down.  Our friends at the stream were already on their way back to 
camp.  We continued to stop and take in the awesome scenery, watch the Goats and 
take more photos as we hiked North along the PCT.



     We were all together in camp as soon as we arrived.  We swapped stories of our 
little adventure and prepared for the evening’s down time.  The boys gathered fire 
wood for a campfire, while Josha began preparing Mountain House Lasagna and 
mashed potatoes, which we eagerly consumed with a dash of Daniel's Cayenne 
Pepper!  We sat around the campfire and sang a few songs.  We talked about the 
days’ events and enjoyed a time of devotional.  The fire was comforting and provided 
a centerpiece for gathering.  It was long after dark.  I retired to my tent and the 
group soon followed suit, heading for the comfort of their own.

Day 3.  Today is Saturday.  We arose leisurely in our own good time.  We visited 
during breakfast and talked about the day.  We scattered and spent time working in 
our Journals, writing and reading scripture; reflecting on the wilderness of our lives 
and how God makes us come alive.  We considered our three expectations, how we 
might work on them today. 
     Jake’s wife, Alyssa, and Lance’s Dad, Shawn, joined us about the time we finished 
breakfast.  They had left the trailhead early and made the trip in about 3 hours or so. 
 Shawn was tired, but Alyssa still had energy to spare!  After they rested a little we 
would take a hike to the top of Old Snowy Mountain.



     Shawn thought he would go part way up the mountain and then go back to camp 
to rest, but he ended up hiking the whole thing, a distance of 2 miles.  

The vistas along the way were breathtaking, as usual.  The day was overcast with 



clouds, obscuring half of Mt Adams to the South, rising more than 12,280’ into the 
sky.  The distant views towards the Northwest were clear.  

I pointed out the location where we would be camping tomorrow night.  It was a 
meadow near Hawkeye Point, high above still frozen Goat Lake.  It was going to be 
awesome!
     The PCT crosses the ridge at the base of Old Snowy Mountain, skirting the 
precarious edge of what used to be an exposed piece of the Packwood 



Glacier, but was now loose Scree and Talus sliding off into the Packwood Valley 
towards Packwood Lake.  Greg, Shawn and I decided to drop our day packs and sit a 
spell.  The rest of the crew still had energy, so they headed to the top of 7,930’ Old 
Snowy.  Greg and I have been there and know the awesome view it has, but opted to 
sit and rest today.  Shawn took to a side trail and headed for a vista outcropping of 
volcanic rock to take some pictures.  We watched him stand and look, for the longest 
 



time.  He was spinning around taking 360 degree videos of this awesome view.  We 
spied some distant Goats on the hillside and watched our boys head up to the top of 
Old Snowy.
     Greg and I snacked on various foods for lunch.  I had decided to use this time to 
share a fresh, juicy Plum; one for Greg and one for me, while he shared his fresh 
Grapes.  As we snacked, a long legged bearded young man approached.  He stopped 
and chatted as he viewed the awesome 14,409’ Mount Rainier to the North, across 
the Packwood valley.  I asked him how long he had been on the trail and he replied, 
“Four months”.  We were impressed.  He began his trek at the Mexico border and was 
4 months getting to this point.  He was headed for Canada, probably another 300 
miles away.  As he turned to leave, I handed him a Snickers bar and a Salty ‘n Nutty 
snack bar.  He said, "Are you serious?”  I said I was.  He said, “Both?”  I said yes.  He 
turned and said Snickers was his favorite.  He thanked me and headed on.  A half hour 
later, his sister came up the trail and asked about her brother.  She, too, began 4 
months ago and they were hiking “together”.  I offered her a snack bar but she 
declined, assuring me she was fine and that they would be in White Pass tomorrow.  I 
told her there was a Motel and restaurant there.  She nodded.
     We noticed a crew of trail maintenance employees working on the sliding slope 
below Packwood Glacier, trying to make the PCT safer for trekkers.  They had a 
nearby camp and were spending a few days in the area doing trail maintenance.  It 
was good to see our tax dollars at work!
     In a short while, Greg, Shawn and I headed back towards camp and were soon 
overtaken by the rest of our mountain climbing crew, who, apparently, still had much 
energy to spare!
     Another fine hot meal by Josha, another warm camp fire by the boys and we were 
all set for the evening.  It was another great day of reading, journaling, singing and 
exploring.

Day 4.  Today is Sunday, The Lord’s Day.  Following breakfast, we walked a short 
distance away from our campsite to a secluded hillside of flowers and a view of Mt 
Adams and began a time of worship and communion. 



 It was a beautiful time to worship in God’s natural Cathedral.  The views, the sights, 
the sounds and the smells could never be duplicated in a building.  This place is unlike 
any other.



     Following worship, we packed up our things, broke down and stowed our tents and 
headed for another site about 4 miles away.  We stopped at the intersection with Lily 
Basin Trail and took a group photo.  

     Standing here, I recalled being at this spot two years ago, the third week of July and 
seeing this signpost about two feet below snow level!



Alyssa and Shawn left us at this point and headed back to their car, as they had to 
be at work the next day.  We said our goodbye’s and departed.  

The Old Man of the Mountain flowers stood as if watching us pass as we hiked along 
the Lily Basin Trail, winding its way along the hillside, overlooking into Goat Valley.  



The hike to Goat Lake was filled with flowing streams that fed acres of wild flowers 
of many kinds.  The skies were dotted with clouds but offered many vistas and photo 
opportunities.

   



          

     Goat Lake was mostly snow covered and frozen over from remnants of last 
winter’s storms.  



The volcano-like crater is often frozen over from deep snows that obviously 
avalanche down from the steep hillsides.  

When it’s not frozen, Goat Lake is an eerie greenish color caused from the greenish 
rocks reflecting through its clear water.
     After a few snowball fights on it’s snowfield shore, we pumped fresh, cold water 
into our water bottles and headed towards the top.  



It was a climb up the switchbacks and along the steep hillside, across patches of 
cascading streams, along which grew brilliantly colored flowers in abundance.  The 
Purple Lupine, the Crimson Indian Paint Brush, the big snowball flowers of the Bear 
Grass were but a few of the amazing color on the mountain.

             

     In about two thirds of a mile we reached Goat Ridge where the trail splits with 



Trail 97 to Berry Patch and where Lily Basin Trail continues its climb upwards.  We 
rested a minute, snapping a few pictures and taking in the awesome views before we 
continued upward. 

At the top, the campsite I had in mind was occupied, but we chose a much better site 
near a snowfield and running water with plenty of space



for tents, covered with grass and flowers.  Greg and I shared a tent.  We picked a 
place with a million dollar view!



                 Our view was nothing short of awesome!  



This is one of my favorite areas and after setting up our camp, I encouraged the kids 
to follow me to the ridge where the Lily Basin Trail ducked over the top and headed 
down about 7 miles to its trailhead.  At the ridge we just sat and took in the majestic 
14,409’ Mount Rainier views.  

It is a beautiful mountain with many miles of hiking trails on and around itself.  We 
sat, gazing into Mt Rainier to the North, 



Mt St. Helens to the west 

and Mt Adams and Mt Hood to the south.  



Towards the East the 8,184’ Gilbert Peak, 7,840’ Ives Peak, 7,768’ Tieton Peak 
and 7,930’ Old Snowy.  

The closest to us on the East is the 7,431’ Hawkeye Point, upon part of which we are 
camping.
     The boys and Josha decided to summit the Point.  I gave Josha my Iphone camera 
for photographs because the batteries in both our cameras had depleted themselves 
over the last 4 days of photo shooting. 



I remained on the ridge keeping a large rock company, as did Lance and Josh.  Lance 
headed up onto another point to the West for another photo opportunity, while Josh 
collected firewood.



     After everyone returned to camp, Josha prepared the remaining food.  We had 
Beef Stew in one package and Chicken Teriyaki Rice in another; again, sprinkled with 
a little Cayenne Pepper just to spice it up! The left over Beef Stew was dumped into 
the night’s campfire so we didn’t need to bury or carry it out. One of the boys spotted 
Mountain Goats up high near Hawkeye Point Summit.  They seemed to be grazing 
along the mountainside while Old Billy kept an eye peeled on us.  
    The evening views of sunset and lowering clouds made for great entertainment.  



Josh’s campfire was warm and appreciated as the wind was beginning to cool down 
the night air.  It relaxed the evening’s chill.  The evening talk and devotional as we 
huddled around the warm fire was one of the highlights of the week.  Spontaneous 
songs are always the best around a campfire. 



 Following a time of each of us praying for specific needs for each other, we retired to 
our tents, a respite from the chilling breeze atop our perch on the mountain.  Our tent 
seemed to catch the brunt of the wind as we had it facing that direction.  But our 
magnificent view of Mt Adams made up the difference.  We were content and warm 
inside our sleeping bags.



Day 5.  Today is Monday.  Today is our final day on the mountain.  We spent time in 
our Journals following breakfast.  Afterwards, 



we packed our gear into our packs and headed down off the mountain.  We reached 
the intersection of Lily Basin and Trail 97 to Berry Patch Trailhead, taking the Berry 
Patch direction that would be near our origination point.  
     
The 7.5 mile trip was mostly downhill and provided more astounding views towards 
the West before we entered the tree covered section of the trail. We stopped often 
within the first 2 miles for more photo ops of vistas, streams, flowers and Marmots. 
 

Before getting out of sight of the high places, we scoured the hillsides for more 
Mountain Goats, but found none in this area.  



     We passed another bypass trail that would have taken us a couple of miles out of 
our way for more views.  We were tired and ready to go find a greasy hamburger and 
fries as soon as we could.  In a couple of hours we emerged onto the Berry Patch 
parking lot.  Josha had reached the end 5 or 10 minutes before Greg and I arrived 
and ran up the road to get the truck.  She was kind enough to bring the rides, saving 
us another ¼ mile of hiking.
     In a couple of hours we were pulling into Spiffy’s Restaurant parking lot with real 
food on our minds.  “The Big One”, a full one pound of meat was irresistible to Greg 
and Daniel.  They ate all of it, including the greasy fries and endless Cokes.  
     In less than 100 miles of freeway driving, we would be home.  This was an 
amazing adventure, especially for our Metro Teens who had never done this kind of 
thing before.  Only Josha, Greg and I had ever seen the Goat Rocks Wilderness. Now 



others have memories of a great adventure, much more than asphalt streets and 
traffic could ever provide.  
..............Mike Thomas


